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INTRODUCTION

Do I need a written agreement when licensing digital content?
Who is authorized to use the content my library licenses?
What if the license offered to our library is nonnegotiable?
Is electronic archiving allowed under our license?

These are a sampling of the many questions that have arisen over the past decade in the seminars I have been leading on digital licensing for librarians and others. Similar questions arise again and again. Librarians are frustrated by the lack of access to quick, clear, practical answers and resources to these questions. This book has been written to set out the basics (and beyond) about digital licensing for librarians and other consumers of licensed digital content (i.e., licensees). This book discusses the questions and issues that arise when interpreting, negotiating, and entering into digital licenses. My hope is to inform you about legal rights and obligations in your license agreements, the role of librarians vis-à-vis license agreements, global aspects of digital licensing, negotiating the best license to meet your needs, and the variety of licensing arrangements which can be used. Chapter 7 of this book sets out many specific questions I have been asked at in-person and online seminars, by e-mail and on my blogs, with answers to help you through the licensing process.

Licensing content is a specialty that seemed to appear out of the blue and, for some libraries, now encompasses the full-time job of at least one librarian. The purpose of this book is to help demystify the licensing process, to provide you with a clear understanding of licensing in the specific context of your library, and through knowledge, to empower you to take an active role in your licensing arrangements. This book is intended for libraries of all types—public, school, government, college and university, and special libraries—and for all sizes—
from solo librarians located in one state to librarians in multinational organizations.

Although the information in this book is provided from the perspective of a library, it should be helpful for publishers, vendors, aggregators, and any content owners who license their content to libraries, because it will educate them on the licensing process through a library’s eyes. Other users of electronic databases and periodicals, such as archives, museums, governments, educational institutions, and corporations, should also find valuable information in this book when they are licensing digital resources for use in their institutions.

This book is meant as a practical guide; it does not set out a comprehensive review of this area of the law, which may encompass contract law, copyright law, and other areas. Nor should this book be relied upon as providing legal advice. Proper legal consultation should be obtained where necessary.

As a practical guide, this book provides and refers to various checklists and precedents. Use these by adapting them to fit your particular needs in your specific circumstances. Determine whether the clauses in a checklist are relevant to your situation. Keep in mind that a license agreement that works for one library may not fit the needs of another library. It may not even fit the needs of the same library in two different licensing situations for different digital content.

I began providing information in this area through a few conferences I attended at which I led a seminar on digital licensing. Shortly afterward, I began giving the same seminar through my own company, Copyrightlaws.com, and often in conjunction with various library and other associations, to audiences ranging from six to sixty persons. I have presented this seminar, which I continue to teach today, throughout Canada and the United States, and in London. Since 2002 I have taught the online course Digital Licensing Online on an ongoing basis. I have also been busy writing articles on digital licensing in North American and international library publications and in The Copyright and New Media Law Newsletter, which I also edit. Furthermore, on behalf of my clients, I continue to draft plain English license agreements; interpret license agreements; educate about licensing content, contracts, and copyright law; develop licensing policies; and determine and initiate strategies for licensing digital content. These experiences led me to write Licensing Digital Content, and to enhance this second edition of it, in order to provide a one-stop source for librarians to find information on licensing digital content.
While reading this book, keep in mind that digital technology is rapidly changing and this may affect the way we license works in the digital environment. As such, any discussions of relevant licensing terms and conditions in your licenses should be carefully reviewed in light of the most up-to-date technological and legal developments, and in light of your own circumstances. For instance, a library licensing an electronic database would have different concerns than a library licensing a photograph for posting on its own website, just as a solo librarian licensing an electronic journal would have different concerns than a librarian in a global company licensing the same journal.

I am always interested in hearing your suggestions about licensing. I may be reached at www.copyrightlaws.com, and you may post comments about this book and licensing in general at www.licensingdigitalcontent.blogspot.com.

Happy licensing!

**LAST WORD**

Have fun! Digital licensing is a fun area because it is still relatively new and allows for creative solutions. When you work out an agreement that is satisfactory to both involved parties, it can be a very rewarding experience. Keep in mind that you will be contributing to what one day may evolve into an industry standard in the digital licensing world—a standard that we all strive for while trying to understand this complex and convoluted area of law.
This book is full of tips to help you ensure your license agreements work for you. However, for those looking for a “crash course,” the following are nine basic points you should always follow when negotiating digital licenses.

1. *Avoid oral licenses*. Although not always mandatory, use written agreements. Your written license is a summary of the terms and conditions of use of the licensed content and will be used for interpretation purposes by you and others in your library throughout the duration of the license.

2. *Before reading any license agreement offered to you, write down on a blank piece of paper the “must-haves” for this license arrangement*. If offered a written license, carefully read the license from beginning to end before mentally or actively marking necessary amendments to the agreement (based on your “must-have” list).

3. *Understand your obligations*. Before signing on the dotted line, make sure you understand and are comfortable with the obligations the license demands of you. Do not base your agreement on any oral representations. If you see a clause you do not like, but the other party tells you not to worry because it will never be enforced, get that clause removed. Make sure
you can live up to any obligations in the agreement. When in doubt, ask questions, lots of questions.

4. *Cover all issues.* Do not avoid inserting any relevant issues in the agreement because you think those issues might “scare off” the other party. It is best to put everything on the table at the beginning and to avoid disputes in the future. Be honest and direct and negotiate in good faith.

5. *Avoid legal language.* Simple nonlegalistic language is the best approach. You want wording that is clear to the two parties signing the agreement, and to anyone who needs to interpret or apply that agreement later. Defining any ambiguous or new technical words can help with this.

6. *Use consistent words and terms.* Do not use the word “content” in one clause, “material” in another clause, and then “publication” in a third clause.

7. *Each license agreement is unique.* A license agreement that works for one library may not fit the needs of another library. It may not even fit the needs of the same library in two different licensing situations for different digital content.

8. *Be creative, patient, and flexible.*

9. *Know when to walk away.*
See also contract; license agreement
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The revised edition of this popular one-stop resource covers the basics of digital licensing for librarians in a plain-language approach that demystifies the process. Written from the librarian’s perspective, this second edition updates licensing terminology and changes in technology. It covers opportunities for cost savings, includes further information on the global aspects of licensing, and explains how to educate organizations that have signed license agreements.

Librarians play a unique role in license agreements and this book, which also includes a comprehensive checklist for a digital license, gives library professionals and students the tools needed to negotiate and organize license agreements.
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